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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study of human behavior, the role of learning has been 

of recognized importance throughout the history of psychology. The 

examination of learning processes has included a broad range of 

topics from simple conditioned reflexes to complex processes in

volving symbolic activities. This paper will be concerned with one 

of these topics, concept learning. 

In the enigma of defining concept learning, one finds the term 

"concept" often has surplus meaning. It not only connotes a variety 

of common usages but also is operationally defined differently even 

within experimental psychology. Therefore, there is a need to 

develop and utilize a definition that provides a context for the 

investigation of concepts and at the same time is broad enough to 

include the range of investigations. This paper will adopt Bourne's 

(1966) working definition "that a concept exists whenever two or more 

distinguishable objects or events have been grouped or classified 

together and set apart from other objects on the basis of some 

common feature or property characteristics of each" (p. 1). These 

objects or events that exemplify the concept are technically referred 

to as positive instances or exemplars. Similarly, those objects or 

events that do not illustrate the concept are called negative 

instances or exemplars. 



In order to study the learning of concepts of the predescribed 

nature, psychologists have developed procedures that produce con

cepts that retain the characteristics of Bourne's definition and yet 

allow for more clearly defined features than would be expected from 

natural settings. Obviously, this would be a distinct advantage for 

experimental study and is usually attempted by utilizing objects or 

stimuli that are easily specifiable in terms of stimulus features 

or dimensions. At this point, a concrete example of the 

experimentally-produced concepts may best serve to illustrate the 

general procedures. 

An experimenter could construct a set of stimulus objects or 

patterns of a given color (red or green), shape (square or circle), 

and size (large or small). In this case the stimulus dimensions 

are color, shape, and size. There are specific values that each 

dimension can take, such that red and green are the values on the 

color dimension, square and circle are the values on the shape 

dimension, etc. Any given stimulus object would consist of one 

value from each dimension, such as a small, green circle. The set 

of stimulus objects v/ould be composed of all possible combinations 

of these dimensional values (e.g. a large, green circle; a large, 

red circle; a large, red square; etc.). 

The experimenter, then defines his concept in terms of the 

stimulus dimensions so that certain dimensions are relevant while 

the others are irrelevant to acquiring the concept. In this case, 

the experimenter might establish shape as the relevant dimension 

while color and size are irrelevant. Hence, the relevant dimension 
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of shape determines if any stimulus object is an exemplar of the con

cept or not. For example, all square stimulus objects could be 

positive instances of the concept and all circle stimulus objects 

are, then, negative instances. The experimenter has delimited the 

class of positive instances by the simple affirmation of one specific 

dimensional value. 

The experimenter may vary the degree of scope of the task by 

expanding the number and types of stimulus instances that would be 

classified as positive instances. The subject is always required 

to discriminate between positive and negative instances, but the 

amount of generalization required within each respective group of 

instances could vary. The task could be a simple discrimination 

problem of which only squares and circles are presented, and the 

subject is to learn to respond to the squares and not to respond to 

the circles. Little or no generalization is necessary since all 

the positive instances are the same (squares), and correspondingly, 

all the negative instances are also the same (circles). 

The task, however, could be a concept identification problem 

in which the instances are multi-dimensional and multi-valued. 

The subject may still be required to learn a response to the squares 

and another response to the circles, but this time some generaliza

tion is necessary because the positive instances are somewhat 

different, i.e., little, green squares; large, red squares; etc. 

Response Measures 

Typically, some response measures sensitive to differences in 

acquiring the correct response pattern are employed to monitor the 



influences of various independent variables under study. Often this 

takes the form of an attempt to measure the speed at which the task 

is acquired to a solution criterion. The most common measures of 

speed are the total number of trials or the amount of time necessary 

to reach criterion. The number of incorrect (or correct) responses 

has also been used extensively. As Bourne (1966) points out, all 

three of these measures provide essentially the same index of per

formance and consequently correlate around .90. 

While these measures reflect on the total performance, they 

are limited in providing direct information about the manner in

volved in attaining a solution (Millward and Wickens, 1974). To 

compensate for this deficiency, three procedures have been de

veloped to indicate systematically the subject's strategy in 

approaching the concept learning problem. 

The first of these is the selection procedure, introduced by 

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956). Generally, this procedure 

presents a full array of stimulus instances to the subject along 

with one designated positive instance of the concept to be attained. 

The subject's task is to state what the concept is, and he attempts 

to do so by selecting and classifying stimulus instances from the 

array. He receives feedback on his classification and proceeds in 

this manner until he can successfully define the problem concept. 

Because the subject selects his own stimulus instances, the experi

menter can infer from his sequence of selections whether or not 

the subject is using any systematic tactic to solve the problem 

(Bourne, 1966). This distinct advantage of the selection procedure 



has been useful for a series of concept attainment investigations 

(e.g., Laughlin, 1973) that provide rich information about solution 

strategies. Unfortunately, the procedure has only recently developed 

quantitative analysis and therefore.has not yet been^fully utilized.. 

in constructing theories concerning concept learning. 

The second procedure is one devised by Levine (1963, 1966, and 

1969) as a method of identifying the specific hypothesis (i.e., a 

possible solution) a subject is using at any given point in a 

concept learning problem. This technique is called the Levine 

blank trial probe. The basic rationale of the probe is contained 

in the assumption that the subject keeps the same hypothesis if he 

receives no outcome for the current trial. By inserting four blank 

trials between the feedback trials, the experimenter may monitor the 

specific hypothesis the subject is using at that point. Levine 

assumes that over the blank trials the subject's classification 

responses will correspond with the stimulus value associated with 

the subject's current hypothesis. Thus, the stimulus patterns pre

sented to the subject are constructed to indicate which hypothesis 

is being used. Levine's underlying assumptions of the probe have 

been supported by the finding that, with adult subjects, 92.4% of 

the blank trial sets correspond to a hypothesis pattern (Levine, 

1966). Other experiments using the blank trial probes have shown 

comparable results (see Levine, 1975). 

A third procedure is the dimension selection technique used 

by Chatfield and Erickson (1970) and Chatfield and Janek (1972). 

The chief characteristic of this procedure is that on each presented 



stimulus instance, the subject makes an overt response in order to 

observe a specific dimensional value of that stimulus instance. In 

this way, the experimenter can monitor the stimulus dimensions on 

which the subject is receiving information. It is assumed that the 

subject's current strategy is a reflection of the information he 

needs and thus selects. 

All three of these procedures provide detailed analyses of 

response sequences in an attempt to examine concept learning 

strategies. Unfortunately, these detailed analyses take various 

idiosyncratic forms and are difficult to summarize. However, a 

general analysis among all three is the "win-stay, lose-shift" 

measure. This measure examines the subject's presolution responses, 

trial by trial, by classifying each one into one of the four cate

gories illustrated in Figure 1. Not only does this allow inspection 

of data by individual trials, but also the pattern that emerges over 

trials is generally predictive of the total performance measures of 

number of trials, number of errors, and time to solution. 

The previous sections of the paper discuss concept learning in 

a general context. The purpose of the remaining sections deals more 

specifically with concept learning of children. 

Developmental Correlates of Concept Learning 

A large number of studies employing children as subjects have 

been concerned with the question of whether there are systematic 

developmental changes in concept learning. The Kendlers (1959, 

1962, 1966) initiated a series of studies which compared the 
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performances of children and adults on two specific types of concept 

learning problems, the extradimensional and reversal shifts. 

In the extradimensional shift problems, the subject initially 

learns to classify stimulus patterns by the relevant dimension. 

Then, without any notification, the relevant dimension is shifted 

to another stimulus dimension. For example, once a subject learns 

to respond to the relevant dimension of shape, the relevant 

dimension is shifted to color. 

In the reversal shift problems, the subject also initially 

learns to classify stimulus patterns by using a relevant dimension. 

However, during the final phase, the solution is said to be reversed 

because the dimensional values assume the opposite classification 

response. For example, the subject learns that shape is the 

relevant dimension and that squares are positive instances and 

circles are negative. After the reversal shift, he finds that 

shape is still the relevant dimension but that the circles are now 

the positive instances and squares are the negative instances. 

Kendler and Kendler (1959) tested a group of kindergartners on 

these extradimensional and reversal shift problems. They later 

divided the group into slow and fast learners on the basis of their 

performance in the initial discrimination problem. If a child had 

performed above the median number of trials to criterion for the 

entire group, then the child was classified as a slower learner. 

Conversely, if the child had performed below the median number of 

trials, then this child was classified as a fast learner. Based on 

this classification, the Kendlers found that slow learners learned 
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an extradimensional problem more rapidly than a reversal problem. On 

the other hand, the fast learners of the group performed better on 

the reversal shifts than the extradimensional shift problems. 

In a.later_study,i]962),-the Kendlersattempted^to-make a direct 

comparison of the characteristics of the discrimination learning of 

rats, children, and adults. They interpreted the differences in 

performance in terms of a transition from a traditional S-R model 

to a mediational S-R model of discrimination learning. Lower animals 

and very young children were said to respond to the specific stimulus 

values on the basis of their associative strength. This form of 

learning would then predict that relearning of completely new 

solution (as in the extradimensional shift problems) would be easier 

than reversal learning in which the previous solution strengths are 

extinguished and the opposite value subsequently acquired. However, 

at the age of 5 or 6 years old, some of the children had begun 

demonstrating performances on the problems that did not fit the S-R 

model. Instead these children, like their adult counterparts, 

acquired the reversal problems much more readily than the extra

dimensional shift problems. The Kendlers explained the apparent 

change in learning pattern by what they called "implicit mediation." 

The basic contention is that those subjects using mediators 

continued to respond to the same dimension because both the training 

stimuli and the test stimuli gave rise to some common internal 

response. This internal response, which could be verbal in nature, 

automatically gave rise to internal stimuli that mediated the same 

overt response (e.g., "choose by shape") in both the training and 
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test situations. Thus, in the reversal case, only the associations 

between the internal stimuli and the response classifications needed 

to be changed. But with the extradimensional shift, the relevant 

dimension is changed (e.g., to the color dimension), thereby 

requiring the extinction of the initial mediational process and re-

learning a new one. Predictably, a subject who mediates acquires 

the problem and the subsequent reversal shift easier and faster 

because the learning requirement is reduced to the association of 

the overt responses with the mediated value. The Kendlers conclude 

that the use of "mediators" are established by the development of 

the individual, such that "older" children and adults readily 

generate mediators to select responses (Kendler & Kendler, 1962 

& 1963). 

Since the Kendlers' initial studies, there have been numerous 

investigations on the changes of discrimination shift problems, and 

many of their results are inconsistent with the theory that proposes 

a developmental progression from single-unit processes (S-R) to 

complex mediational processes (mediational S-R). One of the 

earliest was an investigation by Isaacs and Duncan (1962) in which 

they compared the performances of reversal and two types of non-

reversal shifts by using recently developed controls for non

specific transfer effects. The mediation theory would predict 

positive transfer for the reversal condition, but the results 

actually indicated negative transfer. Similarly, the results of a 

study by Jeffrey (1965) suggests that the improvement of reversal 

problem learning for older children is eliminated when the 
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irrelevant dimensions of the problems differ between the training 

problems and the reversal-shift test problems. 

Perhaps one of the most difficult findings to explain in terms 

of the mediational theory might be a study by Youniss (1964) in 

which he found that deaf children performed n£ worse than their 

normal counterparts on reversal shift problems. If it is the 

mediational process (which is chiefly regarded as verbal in nature) 

that aids in acquiring reversal shift problems, one would expect the 

deaf children to be somewhat handicapped in comparison to their 

normal peers. 

More recently, an exceptional study (Brown & Scott, 1972) in

vestigating several variables in addition to solution shifts and 

a review article of the literature (Wolff, 1967) both came to the 

same conclusion. They maintained that changes in the performance 

on these problems occur but are not necessarily due to the increase 

of "implicit mediation" as the children grow older. 

In studying other concept learning problems in children. Osier 

and her collaborators have detected consistent discrepancies in the 

response measures with various ages. Osier and Fivel (1961) found 

that both age and intelligence were associated with faster concept 

learning. They further found that at each age level (6, 10, and 14 

years) the distinction between what they called "gradual" (S-R 

associations) and "sudden" (testing discrete hypotheses) learners 

was related to intelligence. Osier and Trautman (1961) found age 

important in a concept learning experiment concerning stimulus 

complexity. And finally. Osier and Weiss (1962) again found age to 
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be relevant to performance differences in a study concerning task-

related instructions in concept learning. 

More recently, Whitehurst (1969) found significant differences 

between kindergartners and third-graders in the rate of learning 

two-choice discrimination problems. Tindall and Rati iff (1974) 

found an interaction of reinforcement conditions and developmental 

levels (first, fourth, and eighth graders) in two-choice discrimina

tion problems. 

Thus, these preceding experiments as well as others in the 

literature have typically yielded results indicating developmental 

changes in the learning performances of children. While these 

general findings are fairly consistent, the problem is to explain 

the considerable differences associated with the developmental 

levels. It is possible to appeal to a stage-like progression in 

concept learning by using as evidence the previously noted dif

ferences in efficiency at various ages. However, this approach 

seems more descriptive than explanatory. Age is a global variable 

and seems to be restricted to considering concept learning in an 

integrated fashion. It describes a characteristic of the organism 

but fails to take into account the factors which influence the 

different performances of children of the same age. Studying the 

learning processes in terms of solutions to concept problem is 

equally global in that it appears to limit investigators to ex

amining behavior of attaining solution but not of failing to do 

so. 

A more functional approach may be to explore what specific 

processes produce these differences and how they are operating. 
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Some promise has been noted by investigating children's non-solution 

or primitive strategies in learning. 

Non-Solution Response Patterns 

Generally speaking, non-solution response patterns have not 

been formally studied. Rather they have been usually treated as 

nuisance variables that prevent an experimenter from observing the 

"real" behavior of interest. Indeed, it is a bit ironic that one 

of the first substantial treatments of these response patterns 

referred to them as "error factors" (Harlow, 1959). 

Harlow (1950, 1959) described four principles error-factors 

which might occur despite disconfirming feedback (i.e., whether 

they are correct or incorrect): 1) Stimulus Perseveration refers 

to the tendency to repeat incorrect choices on subsequent trials 

of the same problem; 2) Position Preference is defined as the 

tendency to consistently respond to a particular position (i.e., 

left or right) in a discrimination task; 3) Response Shift is 

defined as the tendency to try out sequentially all available sti

mulus patterns regardless of disconfirming feedback; and 4) 

Differential Cue Errors refers to the relative frequency of errors 

on successive trials in which a positive instance changes position 

from the previous trial when compared to errors on successive 

trials in which the positive remains in the same position. 

Harlow derived the error-factor analysis from his extensive 

work concerning learning set with primates. The tasks were 

two-choice discrimination problems (one negative and positive 
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instance represented each trial) using the Wisconsin General Test 

Apparatus. While the error-factor analysis, or some modification 

of it, became somewhat of a tradition in primate research, the 

transfer to the area of children's learning remained incomplete. 

However, the reports of these response tendencies occasionally 

surfaced in the child literature concerning various learning tasks. 

Many of these studies attempted to reduce these primitive response 

patterns to a minimum in order to look at solution measures. A few, 

however, did begin to study these patterns in and of themselves. 

Jeffrey and Cohen (1965) used a very simple task in which the sub

ject selected between the two covered reinforcement cups on a 

modified Wisconsin General Test Apparatus. Both cups were baited 

with the reinforcers on every trial. Under these conditions (100% 

reinforcement regardless of response pattern), a group of 4-1/2 

year olds alternated between the left and right cups. In contrast, 

a group of 3-1/2 year olds tended to perseverate on one response. 

A similar study by Weir (1964) employed a three-choice task 

in which only one of the three choices ever "paid off" (depending 

on the group either 33% or 66% of the time). He explained that 

"because the task does not provide a solution acceptable to most 

subjects, it makes possible examination of problem-solving strate

gies over a long series of trials" (p. 475). The results indicated 

that the response strategy of alternation continued to increase in 

likelihood up to the 7 to 10 year age range. Surprisingly, Weir 

actually found that his 3 and 5 year olds were performing better 

on this task than any other tested group, including a group of 
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college freshmen; but, this was probably due to the fact that response 

perseveration provided an optimal solution to his particular task. It 

is interesting to note that the prevalence of response alternation 

extended into the early adolescent years in Weir's more difficult 

three-choice task which suggests that the shift in response patterns 

(from perseveration to alternation) may be influenced by task vari

ables. Other studies dealing primarily with response tendencies and 

probability learning (Kessen and Kessen, 1961; Gratch, 1964; 

Schusterman, 1963; and Craig and Meyers, 1963) indicate that kinder

garten aged children tend to shift their responses some proportion 

of the time after nonreinforcement but tend to stay with their 

response after reinforcement. This basic finding is reiterated in 

studies using oddity and match-to-sample tasks (e.g.. Fellows, 1968; 

and Levin and Maurer, 1969) where there is a strong tendency to 

persist in their particular response classifications although they 

receive feedback to the contrary. 

In studying concept identification in young children, the in

vestigators once again confront these primitive response styles 

which have been evident since Spence's (1939) concern over "position 

habit." Perhaps one of the most dramatic findings to indicate the 

prevalent use of primitive strategies was a study by Gholson, 

Levine, and Phillips (1972). They found that a group of kinder

garten children demonstrated "stereotypic responding" in 94% of the 

concept problems. More specifically, position perseveration, 

position alternation, and stimulus preference were the operationally-

defined patterns used to describe the non-solution patterns of the 
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kindergartners. (A more detailed account of the Gholson et al. study 

as well as others will follow in a subsequent section.) Three other 

studies by Gholson have provided essentially the same findings 

(Gholson & McConville, 1974; Gholson & Danziger, 1975; and Gholson, 

O'Connor, and Stern, 1976). 

Thus, there exists substantial empirical evidence that young 

children (4 to 7) often use non-solution response strategies (e.g., 

perseveration, alternation) in discrimination and concept learning 

problems, as well as related tasks, i.e., probability learning, 

match-to-sample, etc. While the non-solution patterns have been 

noted and described, there is no systematic study into the specific 

factors involved in the production of these patterns. What is 

needed is a theoretical framework which allows the scrutiny of 

these behaviors. This paper will discuss two promising candidates 

along with the literature to support each approach. 

Approach One: Attention Variables in Children's Concept Learning 

One such theoretical approach is that of examining the role of 

attention. The Attention Theory of Zeaman and House (1963) readily 

provides a functional theoretical framework in order to examine the 

properties of primitive strategies. Zeaman and House (1963) pro

pose in their "attention hypothesis" that the non-solving subject 

merely suffers "from low initial probability of observing certain 

relevant dimensions rather than from poor ability to learn which 

of. . .(the) cues is correct" (p. 188). They go on to indicate 

that this typically is the case of a subject with a low mental age. 
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4 to 7. Thus, if the initial probability of observing the relevant 

dimension was, for example, .01, then according to their model's 

estimates (with 3 dimensions, learning rate (e) = .3, and probability 

of correct instrumental response at .5), a subject would perform at 

chance for approximately 47 to 49 trials before beginning to ascend 

to the solution level of responding. (Of course, this is based on 

their procedural formats and the two-choice simultaneous discrimina

tion problems.) In contrast, they would predict that if the initial 

probability to the relevant dimension was .5, the subject would 

begin this ascent at less than 20 trials (other factors remaining 

equal). 

A logical extension of the Attention Theory would be to examine 

the differences in the initial probabilities of observing various 

dimensions among subjects. This same logic is the rationale for a 

series of studies which have empirically noted that children, 

ranging in age from approximately three to eight years, seem to 

have differential preferences for certain stimulus dimensions (e.g. 

color, form, and size which are typically used in discrimination 

problems) as a result of age. From the early studies of Descourdres 

(1914) and Colby and Robertson (1942) to the more recent studies of 

Corah (1964) and Suchman and Trabasso (1966a), generally the find

ings indicate a shift of stimulus dimensional preference from color 

to form with the increase in age. Suchman and Trabasso (1966a) 

measured each subject's preference for the dimension of form, 

color, and size of geometric figures by a triad arrangement of the 

stimulus patterns. The children (ranging in age from three to six) 
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would be presented with a card of which any two of the figures were 

the same on one dimension but differed on the other two dimensions. 

By asking each child to select the two figures that were "the same" 

on each card, the experimenters were able to establish, over many 

trials, stimulus preferences. For example, a child may choose the 

two figures consistent with a color preference in 90% of the cases. 

Suchman and Trabasso (1966a) summarize their findings in the follow

ing way: 

Despite variations between the values within both 
the form and color dimensions, the results of the pre
sent study confirm the general finding that young 
children tend to prefer color and older children tend 
to prefer form. It was shown, however, that these 
preferences are mostly unidimensional and the group 
tends to reflect the fact that more Ss prefer one 
dimension over another at different ages. Although 
such evidence indicates that a transition from color 
to form must occur, the age at which such a transi
tion occurs is not apparent unless one uses averaged 
data (p. 185). 

Based on these results Suchman and Trabasso (1966b) extended 

their investigation into the relationship between differential 

stimulus preference and learning rate. They proposed that "if 

the child's preferred stimulus is the relevant cue in the task and 

he attends to it first as a basis for his response, performance 

would be facilitated; if his preferred stimulus is irrelevant, 

attention to it would lead to errors and retard acquisition (p. 189)." 

The results of this study, as well as other experiments (Smiley & 

Weir, 1966; Wolff, 1966; and Heal, Bransky & Mankinen, 1966), 

strongly support this notion. Other indirect evidence is noted in a 

study by White (1965) in which a group of children learned a 
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succession of form-relevant and color-irrelevant discrimination prob

lems more readily than a succession of color-relevant and form-

irrelevant problems. 

Approach Two: Hypothesis Behavior in Children's Concept Learning 

Concept learning in children and the subsequent stereotyped be

havior patterns have also been examined in a series of studies that 

propose hypothesis behavior in children. This approach views prob

lem solution as a consequence of testing various hypotheses in a 

trial-and-error manner (a noncontinuity learning process). The 

child selects a specific solution prediction, or hypothesis, from 

a set of hypotheses at the outset of a trial, and he responds on 

the basis of the hypothesis selected (Ingalls and Dickerson, 1969). 

For example, in a three-dimensional, simultaneous-discrimination 

problem, a subject may be using the hypothesis that the large stim

ulus is always correct, regardless of its color or form. Therefore, 

he would choose the side containing the large stimulus. If his 

selections were correct, then he retains this hypothesis and uses 

it for selecting stimuli in subsequent trials. On the other hand, 

if he is informed that his selection is wrong, then he "abandons 

his hypothesis" and selects a new one. The subject continues to 

try hypotheses until he selects one that results in no further 

errors. In this way, the subject acquires the correct concept 

(Gholson, Levine, and Phillips, 1972). 

Using the Levine blank trial procedure, Eimas (1969) investigated 

the extent to which hypothesis behavior was utilized by young children 
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He found that there were significant increases in the use of hypo

theses with the increase in the age of elementary school children. 

He also found age-related differences in the apparent ability to 

process information relating to the stimuli and feedback of the 

previous trials. The results indicated a decline in the individual 

processes of coding (the subject "codes" one or more of the cues 

available; if his response is correct, he stores this hypothesis or 

set of hypotheses), decoding (with negative feedback, the subject 

eliminates the just-coded information and recodes hypotheses that 

are consistent with the feedback), and retention of coded informa

tion (Eimas, 1969). There was also an orderly decline in focusing 

with the decrease in age. (Focusing is a concept originally used 

by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1954, to denote the systematic 

reduction of the size of the subject's hypothesis set over trials.) 

The younger subjects' (grades two and four) hypothesis behavior 

seemed to approach the values expected by the zero memory assumption 

(sampling hypotheses with replacement) more than by the more so

phisticated focusing. Ingalls and Dickerson (1969) similarly found 

the size of the hypotheses set decreased more rapidly for older 

subjects than their younger counterparts. Ingalls and Dickerson, 

however, did not find that the data of the younger group approximated 

the zero memory predictions but rather these data approached those 

scores predicted by "local consistency" (which assumes that the sub

ject resamples from among the hypotheses that are not eliminated by 

the feedback of an error trial). Taken together, the two studies 

imply that the ability to formulate and use hypotheses are related 
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to the developmental level of the subject. The ability to focus was 

also related to developmental level such that second graders could 

not demonstrate focusing "beyond the first outcome trial (Eimas, 

1969) and not until the children had reached the eighth grade was 

there any evidence of consistent focusing (Ingalls and Dickerson, 

1969)" (Eimas, 1970, p. 319-320). 

Two studies by Gholson (Gholson et al., 1972, 1973) represents a 

somewhat different approach in assessing the developmental differ

ences in the concept learning of children. In both studies the 

Levine blank trial procedure enabled the experimenters not only to 

detect the hypothesis the child is maintaining but also, by its wery 

nature, to discover any illogical solution strategies. In the early 

studies, Levine assumed that over consecutive blank trials the 

pattern of responses will be perfectly correlated with the aspect 

of the stimulus corresponding to the subject's current hypotheses. 

However, he soon discovered that some of his subjects were not 

classifying the stimulus patterns by a hypothesis based on the 

stimulus dimensions but rather by some other means, for example, 

left-right alternation. So the same characteristics that enable 

the experimenter to distinguish which stimulus-dimension hypothesis 

the subject was using also enable him to demonstrate other classi

fication tactics of the subjects. 

Armed in this way, Levine (1963) identified two basic tactics, 

one he termed "prediction Hs" (basic tact of win-stay, lose-shift), 

and another he called "response sets Hs" which are hypotheses that 
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are insensitive to feedback. Gholson et al. (1972, 1973) further 

differentiated these two basic tactics by categorizing performance 

on each problem in terms of one of six "systems" utilized (system is 

thus defined as the determinant of the sequence in which hypotheses 

are evident) (Gholson et al., 1972, p. 435). Within the basic tact 

of win-stay, lose-shift, he identified three various strategies--

focusing, dimension checking, and hypothesis checking. Out of the 

systems outlined, 'focusing' represents both the most efficient and 

most sophisticated strategy. A subject who uses 'focusing' has 

eliminated after each trial all logically disconfirmed solution 

hypotheses. For example, in a four dimensional-two valued concept ^ 

learning problem, Levine considers the subject as having eight • 
/) 

possible solution predictions or hypotheses. In a two-choice prob- H 

lem, all eight hypotheses are represented by the two stimulus I 

patterns. If the subject is told which of the instances is posi- J 

tive, he can logically eliminate the four values represented by > 

the negative instance as untenable hypotheses. On the next trial 

if he is told which pattern is positive, he can eliminate two more 

hypotheses for solution. He can do this because the dimensional 

values are recombined, and there are two previously eliminated 

hypotheses represented on the positive instance. Therefore, he 

concludes that they must not be relevant. 

'Dimension checking' depicts the subject as testing all the 

problem dimensions one at a time. If a specific hypothesis, which 

was consistent with feedback on the previous trial, is disconfirmed 

then its dimensional complement must of necessity have been 
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inconsistent with the feedback on the previous trial. Thus, the 

subject concludes that neither hypothesis of this dimension remains 

tenable. 

'Hypothesis checking' is described as the testing of all hy

potheses (represented by the various dimensional values), one at a 

time. If the hypothesis he is using is disconfirmed, then he adopts 

its dimensional complement. "If that is disconfirmed, he tries an 

H [hypothesis] from another dimension, then its complement, etc." 

(p. 437). 

The three systems that are characterized as insensitive to 

feedback are stimulus preference, position preference, and position ^ 
•1 

alternation. These self-explanatory systems are the most primitive |» 

because their adoption by the subject will not produce problem A 

solution. With a few procedural changes in the Levine blank trial j 

technique, Gholson et al. (1972) were successfully able to record j 

concept learning strategies in \iery young children. Their findings > 

indicate that kindergarten subjects demonstrated the basic win-stay 

strategy 78.8% of the time when they had received positive feedback 

on the previous trial. If they received negative feedback, they 

could either switch to another hypothesis or stay with their 

previous hypothesis. They chose to stay 45.6% of the time. The 

lose-stays in other age groups ranged from 1% to 10%. Accordingly, 

with these younger children were compared with a group of second 

graders, the differences in problem-approach strategies were 

astounding. While the majority of the second graders used one 

approach strategy described in Levine's prediction set, the 

file:///iery
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kindergarten subjects used almost exclusively (94%) stimulus prefer

ence, position-alternation, or position perseveration. 

Â  Model to Examine Non-Solution Response Patterns 

This section attempts to derive a working model of children's 

concept learning for two major reasons: 1) in order to place the 

findings of the two approaches on common ground, and 2) in order 

to examine the processes that occur when a subject fails to acquire 

the solution of a concept learning task. To accomplish this, the 

author has adopted a model format constructed by Millward and 

Wickens (1974). Although the original was intended for concept- ^ 

identification models with adult subjects, this author found the J 
/) 

model not only extremely functional but also amendable to modifica- ^ 

tion and extension into the predescribed situation. Many of the j 

definitions and assumptions of this model will be discussed in Z> 

the fashion suggested by Millward and Wickens (1974). The general J 
'A 

model will be presented in as concise a form as possible with -< 

further elaboration to follow in two test models. 

Brief Overview: The general model addresses the concept 

identification paradigm, in which a simple affirmative rule is 

identified using the reception procedure for the presentation of 

instances. The subject merely determines which stimulus dimension 

is correlated with the correct classification. Within this prob

lem context, the subject is viewed as testing various solution 

possibilities, or hypotheses. Therefore, there must be a set of 

these hypotheses that the subject considers -- this set is called 
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U. It is a basic premise of this model that U can be subdivided into 

three subsets on the basis of the current status of the hypotheses 

(see Figure 2). 

1. Subset A is composed of hypotheses (h's) that the subject is 

not currently attending but to which he has a probability of attend

ing to on subsequent trials. 

2. Subset F is composed of h's of active focus to the subject. 

3. Subset E contains h's that have been previously considered 

but eliminated as problem solutions. 

At this stage, the general model represents only a skeleton. All 

the processes and structural units require specification in detail if i 

the model is to be functional. However, before going on to list the p 
ti 

definitions and assumptions, it would be fruitful to review some H 
? 

evidence related to the various choices one has. j 

Model Ŝ : Attention Variables 

Attention Variables: The notion that there is a hierarchy of 

stimulus dimensions in a concept identification task is basic to 

the attentional approach of stereotypic behavior. Simply stated, 

if a subject has a strong tendency to attend to an irrelevant stim

ulus dimension, he will learn the solution more slowly. This state

ment could be found in a number of attentional models for discrimina

tion learning (e.g., Zeaman & House, 1963; Trabasso & Bower, 1968; 

Lovejoy, 1968; and Fisher & Zeaman, 1973). Therefore, one could 

assume that solutions would occur earlier when a subject's preferred 

dimension is relevant; and conversely, solutions would occur much 

3J 
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later when a subject's non-preferred dimension is relevant. The 

assumption has been confirmed by several investigators (Smiley & 

Weir, 1966; Suchman & Trabasso, 1966b; Heal, Bransky, & Mankinon, 

1966) using young children. Trabasso, et al. (1969) have replicated 

this finding and they found that of 44 nursery and kindergarten 

children, those who preferred the color dimension over form would 

solve color discrimination problems with 7.71 errors. In contrast, 

the same group of children would solve form-relevant problems with 

17.12 errors. Likewise, form-preferring children would solve color 

problems with 19.79 errors and form problems with 2.28 errors. Now, 

it is important to note that Trabasso et al. were using an easy task ^ 

(two-dimensional, simultaneous discrimination problems); and yet, > 

the groups averaged 17.12 and 19.79 errors on their non-preferred ^ 

dimension out of a maximum of 50 trials (Trabasso's criterion was j 

10 consecutive correct responses or 50 trials). In other words, J 

the group averages for the non-preferred dimension approached the Ĵ  

maximum number of errors expected if they had not learned the 

solution (an average of 25 errors would be expected for the maximum 

of 50 trials). Therefore, they, as a group, learned the solution 

late in the number of trials allowed. Moreover, in subsequent 

phases of this investigation (reversal shifts), Trabasso et al. had 

to eliminate at least three subjects due to failure to learn. 

The assumptions and findings of this area can be extended to 

explain the retarded learning performances as well as the failures 

to learn. The learning model described below (Model S) attempts 

to do just that. 
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I. Structure. 

A. Hypothesis definition: U set consists of one hypothesis (h) 

for each value on each dimension. 

B. At any point in the learning process, U can be partitioned 

into three subsets: A, F, and E. 

C. The number of hypotheses in A: The subject perceives N 

number of stimulus dimensions, and thus subsequent hypotheses, of 

which the experimenter may recognize only a subset (K). The re

maining (N-K) dimensions are concocted by the subject (N-K repre

sents a noise variable). (This arrangement is borrowed from 

Trabasso & Bower, 1968.) It is further assumed that with the in- ^ 
n 
< 

structions and practice given, the subject will approach the K » 
n 

value for the number of dimensions, thus (K x 2) for the number of ^ 
hypotheses (h's) in A. t 

D. The number of hypotheses in F: By definition, the maximum J 

number of hypotheses in subset F is two (the number of values for J 

any one stimulus dimension). 

E. The number of hypotheses in E: Based upon the retention 

estimate the values can range from zero to two. 

II. Sampling. 

A. Initiating sampling: Whenever the number of hypotheses 

in F is less than one, then one dimension is sampled from A. 

B. Time of sampling: With a sufficient post feedback interval, 

sampling takes place at the end of a trial. 
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C. Sampling probabilities: Selection of dimensions to go into 

F is based on the saliency probabilities or weights. Such that 

dimensions in A are sampled for F according to a set of weights. 

For each d^ e U, there is an Ŵ . > 0, such that if d. e A, 

W. 
P (d.sampled) = z \, (1) 

d.eA •̂ 

D. Sampling replacement: If a dimension is an element of A and 

is sampled for F, then it is removed from A. 

III. Hypothesis Elimination and Replacement. i 

A. Elimination from E: E is defined by one of five memory 

states: 0, 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2. Each state represents the number of T 

trials in which the subject holds error information before returning ^ 

it to A. The memory state of zero assumes that the hypotheses and 5 
t) 

dimensions eliminated from F are immediately replaced in A. The 5 
'-< 

memory of one postulates that any entering dimension is held in E 

for one trial. Likewise, the memory state of two holds the dimen

sion for two trials before it is replaced in A. 

The memory states of 1/2 and 1-1/2 represent compromised 

functioning. For instance, 1/2 memory assumes that 50% of the time 

E is characterized by the zero state, and 50% of the time it is 

characterized by the memory state of one. The state of 1-1/2 simi

larly is the compromise between the memory states of one and two. 
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IV. Response Generation. 

On each trial a hypothesis in F is selected at random and is 

used to generate the response for that trial. 

V. Case One: Perseveration. 

The non-solution response pattern of perseveration would be pre

dicted by Model S if two conditions were met: 1) the saliency 

probabilities contained in subset A are characterized by a heavily 

dominant dimension (i.e., probability greater than .80), and 2) the 

memory state of zero describes subset E. Thus, a child would sample, 

for example, the first dimension with a probability of .80. Once in 

F, one of the dimensional hypotheses would generate the classifica- J 

tion response. If the response was disconfirmed, the hypothesis 'i 
•I 

and its dimension would be rejected into E. With the E state at zeVo, 2 

the dimension would return to A where the process starts over again. 

This would produce long strings of the same dimensional observing S 

responses despite feedback conditions; and the classification re- 'A 

sponses would not be systematic in nature. 

VI. Case Two: Alternation. 

Continuing with the preceding example of a dominant dimension. 

Model S illustrates the non-solution response pattern of alternation. 

With the saliency probability of one dimension at .80 and the E state 

at 1/2, any dimension entering E would return to A 50% of the time. 

This would produce strings of the same dimensional observing re

sponse which are occasionally interrupted by an observing response 

of another dimension. The observing responses to a non-dominant 
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dimension would not usually be recurring more than once or twice 

because of the return of the dominant dimension to A. 

With the memory state (E) of one, any rejected diemnsion is held 

in E for one trial. If the dominant dimension is disconfirmed, it 

enters E, and thereby sets up the remaining dimensions for sampling 

on the next trial. The saliency probabilities of the remaining 

dimensions are renormalized in terms of the probabilities of enter

ing F. 

An example to illustrate this would be a three-dimensional prob

lem in which the saliency probabilities were .80, .15, and .05. If 

the first dimension entered F and the response generated was dis- J 

confirmed, the dimension would be eliminated to state E. On the ^ 

next trial, sampling would be based on the remaining dimensions in J 
i 

A. Since the dimensions have the saliency values of .15 and .05, C 
m 

the second dimension would be sampled 75% of the time. The third J 
0 

dimension only 25% of the time. Later, if the first dimension f 

returns to A and the second dimension goes to E, the first and 

third dimensions are selected for F with the renormalized probabil

ities of .941 and .059. 

In summary, the above Model S indicates that the inferior 

performance exhibited by young children can be attributed to 

deficit patterns of attention. The following model will take 

issue with this explanation. 

Model I: Utilization of Feedback 

Eimas (1969) found that a positive outcome resulted in his 

youngest subjects (second graders) repeating the previously tested 
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hypothesis with a probability of .60 (compared to .90-.95 for college 

students). After a negative outcome trial, the probability of a 

repeated hypothesis was .18 (compared to .02-.08 for college stu

dents). Eimas_(1969) concludes that it is the component processes 

of coding ("hypotheses that are consistent with the immediately 

preceeding positive outcome trial [p. 169]"), recoding ("responses 

that are consistent with the preceeding negative outcome trial 

[p. 169]"), and the retention of the coded information that produce 

the differences in performances with younger subjects. A later 

study by Eimas (1970) indicated it was primarily the memory of the 

coding and, especially, the recoding information that aided second i 

graders in obtaining problem solutions. A recoding deficiency was » 

indicated once again in an investigation by Gholson et al. (1973). ^ 

Gholson et al. (1972), using kindergarten children, found that a [ 

positive outcome resulted in repeating the previously tested hypo- j 
0 

thesis with a probability of .788. However, after a negative out- ?• 

come trial, the probability of a repeated hypothesis was .456. 

Subsequent analyses revealed that these kindergarten children 

failed to reject such solution possibilities as position-

perseveration, position-alternation, and stimulus preference. 

Thus, it is from this area of investigation that the model below 

attempts to explain the less efficient and failing problem solver. 

I. Structure. 

A. Hypothesis definition: U set consists of one hypothesis 

for each value on each dimension. 
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B. At any given point in the learning process, U can be parti 

tioned into three subsets: A, F, and E. 

C. The number of hypotheses in A 

D. The number of hypotheses in F 

E. The number of hypotheses in E 

the same as in Model S. 

the same as in Model S. 

the same as in Model S. 

II. Sampling. 

A. Initiating sampling: the same as in Model S. 

B. Time of sampling: the same as in Model S. 

C. Sampling probabilities: Hypotheses are sampled randomly 

from A for F. For ĥ .eA, P (h^ sampled) = 1/K. 

D. Sampling replacement: the same as in Model S. 

III. Hypothesis Elimination and Replacement. 

A. Eliminating hypotheses from F: Inconsistent hypotheses in 

F are eliminated from F with probability of 6. and are kept in F with 

probability 1-6.. Likewise, consistent hypotheses are eliminated 

with probability 6 and are kept with probability 1-6 . 

B. Hypothesis elimination from E: The same as in Model S. 

IV. Response Generation. 

The same as in Model S. 

( 

5 ! 

1 
1 

1 

0 

V. Case One: Perseveration. 

According to Model L, the non-solution response patterns are pro

duced chiefly by the malfunctioning of the elimination and/or sampling 
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processes. The failure to learn a concept identification problem is 

primarily due to the inefficient use of feedback to eliminate incon

sistent hypotheses from F. Perseveration can, thus, be explained as 

the failure to reject a disconfirmed hypothesis. 

For example, the first dimension of a three-dimensional problem 

is sampled. Once in F, one of the dimensional hypotheses would 

generate the classification response. Even if the response was 

disconfirmed, the dimensional hypothesis may remain in F, such that 

on the next trial the response may be generated by the same situation 

despite the previous trial outcome. 

I 
VI. Case Two: Alternation. ! 

The primitive response pattern of alternation is explained by 

the removal of a hypothesis in F that has been confirmed. Model L 

proposes that a child may be eliminating not only disconfirmed hy

potheses but also successful hypotheses as well. The parameter 6 

should reflect and predict the rate in which this inappropriate 4 

elimination process occurrs. 

Statement of the Problem 

In summary, concept learning has been indicated to be an im

portant part of human learning. It is largely for this reason 

that psychologists have invested so much energy in studying the 

process involved. They have devised various tasks which allow the 

observation of acquiring concepts under experimentally controlled 

circumstances, and they have isolated many variables that influence 
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concept learning. Their research has also revealed that young child

ren apparently differ from adults in learning concepts. Most of the 

research document these differences in terms of age differences. A 

few studies, however, have attempted to explore more functional 

variables that produce the distinctions between the concept learning 

of adults and children. One of the most promising developments of 

these selected studies has been the area of studying non-solution 

response strategies. Two approaches to explain these non-solution 

response patterns have been reviewed. Based upon these approaches, 

two proposed models indicate that the inferior performance exhibited 

by young children should be attributed to deficit patterns of dimen- < 

sional saliency or by deficit use of feedback information in * 

eliminating untenable solution predictions. It would be useful to j 

conduct an investigation into which of these two approaches is most 

sional saliency on the concept learning of young children. These 

saliency effects should be a key element in distinguishing between 

two proposed models of non-solution strategies. A three-dimensional 

concept identification task which allowed trial-by-trial measurement 

of dimensional observing and classification responses was employed 

in order to provide an assessment of the non-solution response 

patterns. The research hypotheses tested were: 

1. Model S: if the dimensional saliency is manipu

lated toward equality, then the degree of non-

solution patterning will decrease. 

i 

functional in examining these response patterns. ^ 

The present experiment proposed to study the effects of dimen- P» 
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Model L: If the dimensional saliency is manipu

lated toward equality, the degree of non-

solution patterning will remain at the baseline 

level. 

2. Model S: If dimensional saliency is manipulated 

toward dominance of one dimension, then the 

degree of non-solution patterning will increase. 

Model L: If dimensional saliency is manipulated 

toward dominance of one dimension, the degree of 

non-solution patterning will remain at the base

line level. 

3. Model S: The parameter estimates of the dimen

sional saliency probabilities and the memory 

state will effectively enable the prediction U 

of the childrens' response patterns. ^ 

Model L: The parameter estimates of elimina

ting correct (6 ) and incorrect (6.) hypotheses 

from active consideration will enable the 

efficient prediction of the response patterns. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Forty-eight children were drawn from kindergarten classes at a 

public school serving the predominantly middle-class population of 

Canyon, Texas, and its surrounding rural area. With the exception 

of two recent Vietnamese immigrants, all subjects were Caucasian. 

Chronological age averaged 74.6 months and ranged from 68 to 79 

months. Within two restrictions, selection occurred randomly from 

the pool of 76 individuals from whom consent had been secured for 

participation in the study. One restriction was that an equal * 

number of male and female subjects be assigned to each of the three j 
m 

experimental groups. The second restriction was demonstrated pro-
5 

ficiency by each participant on a pretraining task series. Four j 

children were excluded from participation on the latter basis, two ;J 

of them Vietnamese with presumed English language difficulties. 

Stimulus Materials 

Stimuli for the Practice Problem. 

A set of three-dimensional patterns were drawn and reproduced 

by stencil. As illustrated in Figure 3, these patterns included 

varying combinations of animals, circles and rectangles. The 

relevant dimension was the head portion of two animals—a dog and 

37 
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a cat. One irrelevant dimension, the circle, was manipulated in 

terms of two diameter values, either eight or nine centimeters in 

diameter. A second irrelevant dimension, the rectangle, was held 

constant at the same value throughout all instances. Thus, the 

practice problem set consisted of a series of pattern instances 

involving all combinations of two binary dimensions with a third 

univalued dimension. 

Stimuli for the Experiment. 

The stimulus patterns were designed to allow a variety of 

discriminable differences between various values of each dimension. 

The stimulus patterns were drawn-flower patterns (see Figure 4), 

similar to those used by Trabasso (1963). All necessary copies of . 

the patterns were photocopy reproductions of a set of original J 
m 

drawings. The dimensions of the patterns were the flowers, the ' 
1 

leaves, and the flower pots. The "flower" dimension had six ^ 

: 1 : 

values: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 petals. The "leaf" dimension had < 

six values concerning a crossbar feature having six different 

positions, i.e. crossbar on top 1/6 of the height from the top, 

2/6 of the height from the top, and so on until the crossbar was 

on the bottom (6/6 from the top). Each stimulus dimension was 

originally intended to have a range of six values. However, the 

operational criterion of dimensional equality for two of the subjects 

in the equality group (to be characterized in the Procedure section) 

could only be met with the addition of an additional pair of values. 

Accordingly, an extra line was drawn on two of the previously 
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mentioned values, top and bottom crossbar positions. This modifica

tion is illustrated in Figure 6. 

With a range of values for each dimension, the relative salience 

of a given dimension could be manipulated by varying the discrepancy 

between two values of that dimension in the stimuli compared. By 

increasing the discrepancy between two values, one generally 

increases the "noticeability" of that particular dimension relative 

to others present (Archer, 1962; Amai & Garner, 1965; Trabasso, 

1963; Trabasso & Bower, 1968; Trabasso, Stave & Eickberg, 1969). 

The present study utilized three value-discrepancy levels; high, 

medium and low. Utilization of this technique is illustrated in \ 

the following example. If an increase in the selection probability ' 
I 

of the "flower" dimension was desired, then the values of 4 and 9 I 

petals would be used instead of 5 and 8. If a decrease was desired, ; 

then the values of 6 and 7 petals would be used instead of 5 and 8. 

Thus, by using a range of dimensional values, one could attempt to 

change the selection probability for the "flower" dimension. The 

same procedures were used for the "leaf" and the "flower pot" 
ft 

dimensions as well. Full implementation of these procedures for 

the experimental task required all combinations of discrepancy 

levels among the three dimensions. Table 1 outlines some of the 

basic combinations. It is important to note that only two values 

of any dimension were used at any given time and that all attempted 

saliency manipulations were monitored empirically (see discussion 

of saliency probes below). 
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High Discrepancy Necessary Modification 

3 
4 

Figure 6. Illustration of the necessary changes made 
in the HD level of the "pot" dimension. 
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Once the stimulus patterns were constructed, they were used in 

two ways: 1) in assessment of dimensional saliency by the method of 

triads (hereafter referred to as a saliency probe), and 2) in the 

problem-solving tasks which utilized the dimension selection method. 

The method of triads used in the saliency probe consisted of 

presentation of three stimulus instances simultaneously arranged in 

the pattern of an inverted triangle. Each saliency probe had 

twenty-three such presentations of which the first three were taken 

as practice. In practice trials, two of the three dimensions were 

exactly the same or redundant in value while the other dimension had 

opposing values. For example, on the first trial the subject might 

see two four-petal flowers and only one nine-petal flower while the 

other dimensions had identical values. (See Figure 4.) Each di

mension had one practice presentation in which both values appeared. 

Thus, the practice trials served two purposes: 1) as a warm-up for 

the subject, and 2) as a means of establishing that the subject 

could, in fact, discriminate the current values of the probe. 

For the remaining twenty presentation trials after practice, 

the dimensional values were opposed on two dimensions and redundant 

on the third dimension. Examples of the presentations are shown in 

Figure 5. As can be seen, the stimuli differed in binary values 

of the "flower" and "leaf" dimensions but not "pots." Thus, when 

the subjects were to "point to the two that are the same," a 

correct choice of a pair could be based on either the "flower or 

the "leaf" dimension, but not both. In each saliency probe, there 

were ten trials in which the "flower" and "pot" dimensions were 
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opposed and ten trials in which the "leaves" and "pots" were opposed. 

All combinations of values within a probe were used and their triad 

positions were counterbalanced. 

In using the stimulus patterns for problem solving, sets of 

sixteen were used at each level of dimensional discrepancy (e.g., 

problem sets for a high, medium, and medium discrepancy combination 

as well as a low, medium, medium combination). The sixteen patterns 

consisted of two copies of the eight combinations of values in a 

three-dimension, binary-valued concept identification problem. 

These problem-solving sets were presented via the dimension selec

tion device similar to the device employed originally by Chatfield 

and Janek, 1972. The device divided the stimulus figures into three 

distinct sections equivalent in area: the "flower," the "leaves," i 

and the "pot" (see Figure 7). Each section was covered with a ; 

curtain to prevent viewing without the overt response of raising the : 

curtain. , y 

Procedure 

The subjects were instructed and tested individually in a room 

free from external noise and distractions. Each subject was seated 

at a small table opposite the experimenter. There were two phases 

in the experiment. The procedures in each phase will be described 

separately. 
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Phase I. 

This phase attempted to establish a baseline measure on the 

various dependent variables. It entailed three separate tasks: one 

practice concept identification (CI) problem, a saliency probe (Probe 

I) for the 'standard' patterns and two test CI problems. 

In the practice task, the subjects were shown two stimulus 

patterns from the dog-cat set that had opposing values on both 

binary dimensions. The subject received the following instructions: 

We are going to play some guessing games today. Let 
me show you the first game. Here we have some pictures. 
On these pictures we sometimes find a dog face and some
times a cat face. Here (pointing to the area) we find a 
box (showing this for two instances). And here a circle. 
Now the guessing part of the game will be to find which 
part of the picture tells you if there is a bone (a 
drawing of a bone) on the back. See this is what the 
bone looks like. One part of the picture will always 
tell you if the bone is there or not. Can you tell me 
if the bone is behind this picture?. . .How about this 
picture?. . . 

The experimenter presented a series of the stimulus patterns 

that represented a random ordering of the different value combina

tions. In this training problem, the "dog" value always correlated 

with the bone, and conversely, the bone never appeared with the cat. 

If the subject met the criterion of six consecutive correct re

sponses, he proceeded to the next task. 

The child was introduced to the flower-figure stimulus patterns 

via the dimension selection devise. This procedure not only allowed 

the subject to become acquainted with the properties of the stimulus 

patterns but also served to acquaint him with the operational char

acteristics of the dimension selection devise. Therefore, when the 
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subject later reached the concept identification problems, he was 

familiar with the dimension selection device as well as with seeing 

the stimulus patterns in it. 

The subjects were shown the six values (two flowers, two leaf 

patterns, and two pot patterns) of the medium discrepancy set (the 

standard). Each value was represented individually on a three by 

five index card. In conjunction with the values, a stimulus pattern 

was mounted in the dimension selection device. The subject heard the 

following instructions: 

You did very well (referring to the practice prob
lem). We are going to see some different pictures. 
This time let's use this picture holder (the dimension 
selection device). Now on the pictures there are two 
kinds of flowers, this kind (value 1 on index card) and 
this kind (value 2 on index card). Can you see any 
difference? (If affirmative answer, then continue.) 
You can see what kind of flower a picture has by 
looking under this curtain. Look at the first picture 
and tell me which kind of flower it has. 

The subject was initially prompted to look under the top curtain. 

He would view a specific value and pointed to one of the two values 

being held up. If he choose correctly, then he continued into the 

next sequence. If he choose incorrectly, he also continued into 

the next sequence, but on the subsequent practice trial, he would 

be cycled through this entire sequence once again (no one failed 

after the second practice trial). 

Now there are two kinds of leaves on the pictures--
this kind (value 1 on index card) and this kind (value 
2 on index card). Can you see any difference? You 
can see what kind of leaves a picture has by looking 
under this curtain (pointing to the middle curtain on 
dimension selection devise). Look and tell me which 
kind of leaves this picture has. 

TEXAS TECH UIRARY 
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The same procedures followed the subject's response here as in 

the previous sequence. 

There are two kinds of pots, this kind (value 1 
on index card) and this kind (value 2 on index card). 
Can you see any difference? You can see what kind of 
pot a picture has by looking under this curtain. Look 
and tell me which kind of pot this picture has. 

Again, the same procedures were followed concerning the subject's 

response. The first stimulus instance was then removed from the 

dimension selection devise. With the second instance available, the 

subject was asked: 

Where can you see the flower part? Where can you 
see the pot part? Where can you see the leaves? 

However, if the subject had incorrectly responded to one of the 

value identifications, then he would be recycled through the sequence 

for that dimension before being asked to demonstrate the location of 

the dimension. Upon completion of this sequence the subject preceded 
I 

I 
to the next task. i 

In the standard saliency probe (standard referring to medium 

discrepancy on all three dimensions), the experimenter presented the 

following instructions: 

I am going to show you these same pictures over 
here (display area for the saliency probe). Look at 
each picture and then point to the two pictures that 
are the same. Which ones are the same here? 

The experimenter successively presented each of the 23 saliency 

probe presentations. In the initial three presentations (the prac

tice trials, see Stimulus Materials), if the subject's choices were 

correct, the experimenter said: "Very good, that is the idea." If 

the subject made an error the experimenter said: "No, let's look at 

» 
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the (flowers). Which two are the same?" These three practice pre

sentations were re-ordered and presented until the subject got all 

three correct. 

At this point, the experimenter began giving the remaining 

presentations. The subject pointed to two figures and proceeded 

at his own pace. The experimenter recorded the responses but did 

not provide any further feedback. 

The third task was composed of the test CI problems and was 

introduced by the following instructions: 

Now we are going to play the guessing game with 
the same pictures (referring to the stimulus instances 
in the saliency probe). But first, I want you to meet 
'Ziggy.' We are going to play the guessing game to 
find which part of the pictures tells you 'Ziggy' is 
over here on this side, hiding. 

This is referring to the fact that a stimulus pattern in the dimen

sion selection device had the right border covered. If the pattern 

was a positive instance then removal of the pattern revealed the 

inchworm. 

Remember that there are two kinds of flowers 
(values shown), and they will always be up here 
(location indicated). There are two kinds of 
leaves (shown), and they will always be here 
(shown). There are two kinds of pots (shown), and 
they will always be here (shown). One of these 
parts (pointing to all six values) will always go 
with 'Ziggy'--it's his favorite part. If you see 
that part in the picture, it means that 'Ziggy' 
is going to be there. If you don't see his 
favorite part, it means he is not going to be 
there. What does it mean if 'Ziggy's' favorite 
part is in the picture? What does it mean if 
'Ziggy's' favorite part is not in the picture? 
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If the subject responded appropriately then the experimenter 

continued. If not, the preceding instructions were reviewed and 

the questions were asked again (no one failed twice) before continu

ing. 

If you find his favorite part, you can always 
guess right whether he's there or not. Try to guess 
right ewery time. 

The subject was then presented one instance at a time in the 

dimension selection device. He was allowed one observing response, 

self-paced his classification responses, and was given feedback. 

The intertrial interval was approximately five seconds. There were 

two affirmation CI problems given and the order of the relevant 

dimension was counterbalanced over all the subjects with the flower 

and pot dimensions being relevant once. Since the stimulus patterns 

were the same in both of these concept identification problems, dif

ferent classification responses were used to differentiate problems. 

In other words, different inch worms were used on different problems, 

and the instructions were resketched with the addition of a section 

that stressed the independence of the problems. The following in

structions illustrate: 

I want you to meet 'Spotty.' He is another inch worm. 
He's different from 'Ziggy.' Can you see any differences? 
On some of these pictures 'Spotty' will be over here. One 
of these parts (pointing to all the values in view) will 
always have 'Spotty.' Now this time, you must find the 
part that always goes with 'Spotty.' It might be any one 
of these--one of the two flowers, or two leaves, or two 
pots." 

I ' 
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Phase II. 

Approximately two days after the completion of Phase I, Phase 

II began. Initially, each subject was randomly assigned to one of 

three treatment levels: dimensional dominance, dimensional equality, 

or control. The experimenter re-assessed the saliency probabilities 

(Probe II) on the standard set of stimulus patterns. These estimates 

of dimensional saliency probabilities were used as baseline levels 

in the manipulation of the saliency values. 

For the dimensional dominance group, one dimension was made 

dominant (probability value over .75) by selecting from the array 

of stimulus patterns (see Table 1) that would produce this dominance. 

Each set was tested and the saliency estimated until the criterion 

of one over .75 was met. Once the appropriate stimulus pattern set 

was found (constituting Probe III), the experimenter used the corre

sponding problem set for the two experimental CI problems. The 

instructions and procedures were the same as in Phase I. 

For the dimensional equality group, all dimensions were manip

ulated as near to equality as possible (no single dimensional prob

ability under .10 or over .55). Again, once the appropriate stimulus 

set was found (constituting Probe III), the experimenter used the 

corresponding problem set for the experimental CI problems. 

It should be noted that several probes of various stimulus sets 

were often given to the dominance and equality subjects because of 

the necessity of finding the set that met the saliency criterion of 

each group. For instance, one stimulus set might be used to derive 
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saliency estimates but if the estimates did not meet the appropriate 

saliency criterion, then another set would be tried. This continued 

until a stimulus set was found that did meet the criterion. In 

practice, the dimensional equality group did average more rejections 

of sets than the dominance group, but no subject in either group 

received more than four stimulus sets. 

For the control group, no attempt of saliency manipulation was 

made. The experimenter used two CI problems that corresponded with 

the standard set of stimulus patterns. 

Design and Analytical Procedures. 

The basic plan by which the subjects were assigned to treat

ment levels and the data analyzed was the split-plot design with 

repeated measures (SPF-23.2, Kirk, 1968). The design has two 

between-block treatments: 1) sex (male and female) and 2) dimen

sional saliency condition (equality, dominance, and control). The 

remaining within-block treatment was the pre and post-treatment of 

dimensional saliency. The following dependent variables were used 

in analyzing the results: 

1. Saliency Probability Estimates. Using Luce's choice axiom 

(Luce, 1959), both Models S and L derived the scale values of each 

dimension by pairwise comparisons (using the method of triads where 

dimension one was compared to dimension three and dimension two was 

compared to dimension three). These scale values were converted to 

probabilities (see Model S). Support for the methods employed to 

derive the dimensional saliencies are contained in the following 
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studies: Trabasso (1963), Suchman & Trabasso (1966a; 1966b), 

Trabasso et al. (1969), Imai & Garner (1965) and Campione (1969). 

These saliency probabilities were used to operationally define 

dimensional dominance (one of the three stimulus dimensions with a 

probability over .75), and dimensional equality (no single stimulus 

dimensional under a value of .10 or over a value of .55) might be 

compared with another individual with a .10, .10, .80 distribution 

(here, the .80 refers to the third dimension). From the standpoint 

of measurement of relative dimensional saliencies, these protocols 

should be considered the same. The saliency transform produces the 

same score for both individuals. It may be calculated by applying 

formula (2): 

3 (0. - .333)"^ 
saliency transform score = z —-—^-^^^ (2) 

"1=1 * ^^^ 

where 0. = observed saliency probabilities for 

a dimension 

3 
E directs one to sum over all three dimensions. 
i=l 

2 
Of course, the transform is analogous to a x except that the 

score calculated is used as a raw score. The saliency transform 

score reflects departure from the expected probabilities of .333 for 

each of the three dimensions. 

3. The Proportion of Problems Solved. 

4. The Number of Repeats (an observing responses to the same 

dimension). 
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5. Selection Transform Score. To examine the degree of relative 

dominance of dimension selection in CI problems, a transformation 

technique was employed and can be described by the following formula 

(3): 

3 2 
solution transform score = r ^̂ i " 5.33) ^^j 

i=l 5713 

The characteristics of this transform are similar to the sa

liency transform. It is helpful to compare relative dominance of 

selecting a dimension without regard to which specific dimension the 

subject has selected. Thus, a subject who selects the first dimen

sion to observe 14 out of 16 trials should be analogous to another 

subject who selects the second dimension 14 out of 16 times. 

The value of 5.33 that appears in Formula 3 is the expected fre

quency if each dimension was selected equally often in a 16 trial CI 

problem. 

6. Solution Transform Measure. 

Gholson et al. (1972, 1973, 1974, and 1975) and other investi

gators have dealt with sterotypic responses patterns in terms of 

categories, such as stimulus preference, alternation, and persevera

tion. Unfortunately, as with any case that uses categorical data, 

some of the information is lost due to its characteristics. How

ever, there is one common feature of all these patterns (including 

such characterizations as random responding and response persevera

tion) that is, their apparent departure from solution patterns. By 

using solution patterning as a model, a scale can be constructed 
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which is sensitive to any movement toward or away from solution 

patterning. Thus, a subject's behavior can be analyzed in terms 

of degree of change toward solution rather than the discrete change 

as from perseveration to solution. A tradition win-stay, lose-shift 

type analysis was used as the solution patterning model with the 

following value setting: win-stay = .45, lose-stay = .05, win-

shift = .05, and lose-shift = .45. These values seem appropriate 

for the three-dimensional, two-valued experimental problems and 

the .05 values are based upon empirical results of adult studies 

which typically yield between .02 and .08 (Levine, 1966, 1969, 

and 1974). Using these model settings as the expected values a 

solution transformation formula can be utilized to determine where 

on a scale the subject's behavior pattern falls. For example, a 

"perfect" dimensional perseverator will exhibit the same responsing 

pattern whether or not the trial outcome is positive. The subject 

"stays" with a dimension, and thus, produces an extremely high score. 

However, if he would begin occasionally shifting on losses, the re

sulting score would begin to reduce (score approaches zero with 

better fit to the solution model). The exact same scale can be 

used for alternation, or any other stereotypic patterns. This, 

also, enables one to examine the behavior patterns on problems along 

the same scale units (for example, for both perseveration and alter

nation, the range would be from 811.11 to 0). The precise nature 

of the measure is provided by the formula (4): 
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2 (Q. - 45)2 2 (R. - 5)2 
solution transform score = z —'-^rp + z — " ^ (4) 

i=l ^̂  j=l ^ 

where Q. = the percent of: 1) win-stays and 2) lose-shifts 

R. = the percent of: 1) win-shifts and 2) lose-stays. 

7. The Proportion of Win-Stays. 

8. The Proportion of Lose-Shifts. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The analyses performed are presented under three major headings: 

Saliency Assessment, Problem Measures, and Model Predictions. The 

figures and tables presented summarize the analyses for each section. 

Saliency Assessment 

The assessment of dimensional saliency was made via three 

saliency probes. The probes used the method of triads in conjunc

tion with Luce's choice axiom (1959) to derive dimensional saliency 

estimates (probabilities). The first two probes (Probe I and Probe 

II) were baseline or pre-treatment probes. Since Probe I and Probe 

II were administered approximately two to three days apart with no 

treatment during this interval, a correlation between these probes 

should reflect on the reliability of the saliency measure. The 

correlation coefficient was .693. Likewise, pre-treatment probes 

(I and II should not correlate highly with Probe III since at

tempted manipulation of saliencies intervened between these 

measures. In fact, the correlation was .119. 

Table 2 describes the group mean probabilities for each of 

the respective treatment conditions. It is significant to note 

that the distributions of probabilities for the pre-treatment 

probes were skewed for all groups. This indicates that the 

59 
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subjects, on an average, were heavily favoring a single dimension 

although the specific one varied from child to child. 

Figure 8 depicts the degree of relative dimensional dominance 

which was measured by the saliency transformation scores. A split 

plot factorial analysis of variance (SPF-23.2) was applied to the 

data in order to establish if saliency changes had occurred. The 

analysis yielded significance differences among the saliency manipu

lation conditions (£=5.436, df=2/42, 2<-05) and a significant inter

action between these treatment conditions and the pre and post-test 

measurement of these conditions (£=6.736, d£=2/42, £<.05). 

Additional information was gained by planned pairwise compari

sons. A t_ statistic was used to evaluate these comparisons among 

the means. No significant differences were found among the equality, 

dominance, or control groups at the pre-treatment level (see Figure 

8). Comparing these means at the pre-treatment level served to test 

for sampling error. 

The equality group differed significantly (t_[432=3.196, £<.05) 

between the pre and post-saliency treatment. The control and 

dominance groups did not demonstrate similar differences. 

At the post-treatment level, reliable differences were found 

between the equality group and the dominance group (t_[43]=3.508, 

£<.05), as well as between the equality group and the control 

group. Thus, the subjects in the equality group not only differed 

from their pre-treatment level but also scored significantly lower 

than the other two groups. The lower scores by the equality group 

more closely approached equal saliencies for all three stimulus 

dimensions. 
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Problem Measures 

Only 12% of the total number of problems (192) meet the solution 

criteria of observing the relevant dimension and five consecutive 

correct responses. Within the individual groups, the equality group 

only solved 3% of their pre-treatment problems, but they solved 13% 

of the problems following saliency changes. The dominance and control 

groups had 6% and 5% solutions for the pre-treatment and both had 3% 

on the post-treatment condition. 

Figure 9 illustrates the group performances of the selection 

transform measures. This response measure was derived to provide an 

index of the degree of perseveration that occurs in the CI problems 

(as the transform scores go up, it departures from equal observation 

of dimensions). Inspection of Figure 9 reveals that the control 

group, surprisingly, moved toward more perseveration in the post-

treatment condition. The dominance group maintained their perfor

mance while the equality group decreased. The changes indicated 

for the equality group may be due to more dimensional observations 

characteristic of a solution pattern for the CI problems. Or, they 

may be due to more dimensional observations in an alternation 

pattern. Thus, the selection transform measure fails to differ

entiate between solution and alternation patterns in the CI problems. 

In order to avoid this problem, another measure that successfully 

differentiates these two response patterns was used. It is called 

the solution transform. 

The solution transform score for each problem was computed 

for the subjects. A split plot factorial analysis (SPF-23.2) was 
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conducted on these data. The analysis revealed a significant effect 

(£=9.228, d£=l/42, £<.05) between the pre-treatment and post-treatment 

conditions. Also a significant interaction was found between these 

treatment conditions and the saliency manipulation levels (£=8.413, 

d£=4/42, 2<.05). Figure 10 shows the group performances. 

Additional information was gained by planned pairwise comparisons 

using the t statistic (Kirk, 1968). No significant differences were 

found among the saliency treatment groups at either the pre or post 

treatment levels. 

However, the equality group was significantly lower on the post-

treatment than the pre-treatment (t^[42]=4.860, £<.05). The control 

and dominance groups did not demonstrate any significant differences. 

An attempt was made to break down the solution transform into 

its component parts in order to isolate the effects. One of these 

components was the probability of observing the same dimension 

following positive feedback. This measure (win-stay) was obtained 

for each of the CI problems. An arcsine transformation was applied 

to these data in order to achieve homogeneity of variance. A split 

plot factorial analysis (SPF-23.2) was used to analyze the trans

formed data and the analysis revealed no significant differences. 

Figure 11 illustrates the performances of the groups. 

Similarly, a measure of the probability of observing a dif

ferent dimension following negative feedback was considered. In 

order to approach homogeneity of variance, an arcsine transforma

tion was performed on the individual scores. The results of 
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this analysis is represented in Figure 12. There were no reliable 

differences produced by the treatment conditions. 

Model Predictions 

In order to compare the predictions of Model S and Model L with 

the observed data, Monte Carlo computations were used to run simu

lated "Stat-Subjects" for each model. The Stat-Subjects correspond 

directly with the subjects in the experiment and were "run" for the 

same number of trials and problems. 

In Model S, the parameters necessary for simulation were the 

dimensional saliencies and the memory state (E state). The estimates 

of dimensional saliencies were derived from the saliency probes. The 

estimates of the memory state were derived from autocorrelations over 

the CI problems. 

The autocorrelation consisted of the proportion of time the 

subject used the same dimensional observing response after a constant 

number of trials, "k." This was calculated on each subject for three 

k levels: reuse on the next trial, reuse after one trial, and reuse 

after two trials. The highest proportion among the three autocorre

lations was designated the memory state estimate for each subject. 

Thus the estimate was either 0, 1, or 2. If two proportions tied for 

the highest proportion (a tie was operationally defined as two pro

portions within .02 of each other) then the memory estimate was 

designated as zero. 

In Model S, the memory estimate ranged from 0 to 2. A modified 

version. Model S', restricted the estimate range within three values: 
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0, .5, and 1. The ratio between the proportion of dimensions reused 

on the next trial and the proportion of dimensions reused after one 

trial was used to establish which of the three values was designated 

for each subject. This was done be generating a family of ratio 

curves from the autocorrelations of various saliency settings 

(ranged from .01 to .94) for the Model S simulations. Therefore, 

the ratio values were on the abscissa, the memory states were on the 

ordinate, and a curve was drawn for each of the saliency settings 

used. To determine the appropriate memory state for a subject, one 

would calculate the ratio value and the saliency probabilities for 

the CI task, then solve for the memory state. 

In Model L, the parameters necessary for simulation were 6. 

(probability of eliminating inconsistent hypotheses from F) and 

6 (probability of eliminating consistent hypotheses from F). The 

estimates of 6. were derived from the proportion of lose-shifts on 

the CI problems before the saliency treatment. Likewise, the 6 

estimates were obtained from the proportion of win-shifts on the 

initial CI problems. 

Table 3 presents the mean percent of repeats predicted by both 
2 

models in contrast to the observed values. Using the x test as a 

measure of "goodness of fit" (Siegal, 1956), both the Model S and 

the Model L predictions are fairly close to the observed means 

(x^[2]=1.584, £=.47; and x^[2]=.697, £-.71, respectively). 

However, the predictions of Model S' do not display a "good fit" 

(x^[2]=7.334, £=.03). 
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Table 4 reveals the same comparisons related to the dependent 

variable of win-stays. All models departed from the observed means 

(Model S, X [2]=19.148, £<.01; Model S', x^[2]=21.549, £<.01; and 

Model L, x^[2]=13.102, £<.01). This indicates that all models 

failed to describe adequately the children's response patterns 

following positive feedback. 

The inspection of lose-shifts comparisons presents a different 

picture (see Table 5). The Model L and Model S' predictions did 

depart about the same degree from the observed (x [2]=4.022, £ 

=.14 and x [2]=5.257, £ =.08, respectively). But the Model S pre-
2 

dictions were extremely discrepant (x [2]=76.924, £<.01). 

From the predictions regarding the win-stays and the lose-shifts, 

one can prepare an overall analysis that is analogous to the rationale 

behind the solution transformation. General win-stay, lose-shift 

matrices were constructed for both the group predictions and the 

actual observations. By comparing the differences in, for example, 

the Model S predictions and the observed data for the equality group, 

one can better visualize the overall goodness-of-fit for a model. 
2 

The X test was used in this capacity and the results of the tests 

are summarized in Table 6. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

This research was primarily concerned with an analysis of dimen

sional saliency effects on learning among young children in a concept 

identification task. More specifically, the study attempted to use 

these effects in differentiating which of two theoretical approaches 

best described the non-solution response patterns of children. Unlike 

previous research, the procedures and paradigm selected provided a 

common framework in order to compare the theoretical approaches. The 

advantages and disadvantages of the common framework or model will be 

discussed in light of the present findings to each specific research 

hypothesis tested. 

A presupposition to testing any of the research hypotheses was 

that the dimensional saliencies could be manipulated by the experi-

menter. An analysis of the dimensional saliencies revealed that the 

treatment conditions did produce statistically significant changes. 

Even though the changes were reliable and in the expected directions 

(see Figure 8), the degree of absolute change was not as much as de

sired. The equality group ideally should have approached probabil

ities of .333 for each of the three dimensions. One way this might 

have been accomplished is by selecting a three-dimensional stimulus 

figure which empirically led to less pre-treatment dominance. Not 

76 
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only would this bring all baseline saliencies levels down but also the 

results may have allowed a broader range for changes toward dimensional 

dominance. However, the feasibility of finding such a stimulus figure 

would be arduous because of the children's tendency to exhibit domi

nance for a single dimension (see Table 2). 

Recently, Fernandez (1976) described essentially the same situa

tion in an investigation specifically on the dimensional dominance of 

kindergarten children. Using a combination of classical psychophysical 

scaling methods and the method of triads, he found the majority of his 

young subjects also exhibited dominance for a single dimension. (He 

was using the stimulus dimensions of size, brightness, and orientation.) 

He, too, attempted to manipulate the dimensional saliencies by increas

ing the "relative discriminability of the values," but he could do so 

only to a limited degree. He concluded that a dimension ". . .that is 

likely to be higher in some dominance hierarchy is more readily in

fluenced by the relative discriminability of its values" (p. 188). 

This parallels the findings of the present investigation, in 

that a dimension rated low in saliency was empirically much more diffi

cult to change. Thus at least one of the remaining dimensions stayed 

relatively high. For example, if a child had the saliency probabilities 

of .10, .60, .30 on the three dimensions, the attempt to increase the 

probability of the first dimension by increasing the value discrepancy 

of that dimension and by decreasing the value discrepancy of the second 

dimension may result in the probability distribution of .15, .30, .55. 

There would be little change in the first dimension but the change in 

the second dimension would produce changes in the probability of the 
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third dimension. This situation occurred frequently. In fact, a few 

cases in which an initial dimensional probability was wery low and 

resistive to manipulation made it necessary to add two more extreme 

values for the "pot" dimension. 

Although the saliency changes were less than ideal, the data did 

support the necessary condition of the study that the dimensional 

saliencies were manipulated by the saliency treatment conditions. 

This allowed the testing of the research hypotheses. 

The first hypothesis stated that if the dimensional saliencies 

were manipulated toward equality, then the degree of non-solution 

patterning would decrease. Using the solution transformation as an 

index of non-solution patterning, the treatment group receiving 

saliency changes toward equality did significantly decrease the 

degree of non-solution response patterns (see Figure 10). This 

suggests that more equable dimensional saliencies releases the child, 

to some extent, from these stereotypic response patterns. This 

finding is in marked contrast to the interpretation of non-solution 

patterns as the product of the failure to use the trial outcome 

information properly as reflected by Model L. 

An investigation by Gholson and McConville (1974) with kinder

garten children suggest some parallel evidence. In this study, 

there were two groups. Before attempting to solve a number of CI 

problems, the children in each group were required to response to a 

series of triad arrangements of stimulus patterns. The task was 

select two stimuli that were the same. The experimental group 

received feedback on each trial while the control group did not. 
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Although the performances of both groups were essentially perfect on 

this initial phase, the children in the experimental group later 

solved more CI problems, generated more locally consistent solution 

predictions, and manifested more solution strategies than did their 

control group counterparts. These results were surprising to the 

investigators because they had treated both groups the same during 

the CI problems. The stimulus differentiation training (feedback 

on the triad presentations) cannot be readily interpreted as ex

perience relating to seeking problem solutions but rather it can 

be viewed as providing information regarding the properties of the 

stimuli. 

Both the findings of the present investigation and of the 

Gholson and McConville study (1974) suggest that stimulus properties 

may influence the young subjects' response patterns. The results 

are inconsistent with the contention that the non-solution patterns 

are primarily due to a deficiency in the logical use of feedback. 

An attempt was made to isolate further what the subjects of the 

equality group were doing differently in the post saliency treatment. 

This was done by analyzing two solution categories, win-stays and 

lose-shifts. Thus, the rationale for examining these categories 

was that changes toward solution patterns may be due to increases 

in win-stays and/or to increases in lose-shifts. However, the 

analyses of the data in both cases did not establish reliable 

differences. 

Inspection of Figures 11 and 12 reflects the insignificant 

findings but they also reveal some potentially useful speculative 
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information. On the win-stay measure (see Figure 11), both the 

equality and the control groups increased their mean percentages. 

The control group's parallel increase to the equality group may 

suggest that over the number of CI problems the rate of win-stays 

would increase without experimental manipulations. On the other 

hand, the lose-shifts data (Figure 12) suggest the saliency manipu

lations may counteract a tendency to reduce the percent of lose-

shifts during the later CI problems. 

Although the component analyses of win-stays and lose-shifts 

were disappointing in terms of supported information, the main 

finding on the reductions of non-solution tactics remains as an 

indication of the effects of dimensional saliencies. 

The second research hypothesis stated that if the dimensional 

saliencies were manipulated toward a dominant position, then the 

degree of non-solution response patterning would actually increase. 

Utilizing the solution transformation, once again, as an index of 

the non-solution patterns, the treatment group which received 

saliency manipulations toward dominance did not significantly in

crease the degree of non-solution patterning. There were also no 

consistent differences found in the win-stay or the lose-shift 

analyses. 

These results, of course, do not support the second research 

hypothesis, but a few of the implications of the data may help to 

explain these results. First, the saliency change for the dominance 

group was only a slight average increase from its baseline level. 

.M 
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No significance difference was achieved as indicated by Table 2 where 

the most dominant dimension rose from pre-treatment level of .743 to 

the post-treatment level of .771. Secondly, the finding on the 

problem measures are consistent with the minimal saliency increase 

in that they too reflect only slight changes. For example, the 

solution transform measure (see Figure 10) demonstrated a slight in

crease in the departure from the solution pattern. The rate of the 

solution pattern of lose-shift decreased slightly with the dominance 

manipulation. And finally, the problems measures of the selection 

transform and win-stays remained stable. Thus, it is not surprising 

to find no increase in non-solution patterns because the study failed 

to manipulate successfully the saliency values in a more dominant 

direction and hence failed to provide a test of this hypothesis. 

The solution transform analysis revealed a statistically reliable 

change in the equality group, and yet the win-stay and lose-shift 

analyses revealed no systematic changes. The reasons for this situ

ation do not seem readily apparent. One interpretation of how this 

could occur is provided by the following: the general win-stay, 

lose-shift matrix used in the solution transform is sensitive to 

changes that occur toward or away from win-stays as well as those 

that occur toward or away from lose-shifts. Small changes on each 

half of the matrix interact to produce a markly different transform 

score and yet neither change analyzed alone may be significant. To 

substantiate this, the difference scores for each subject across the 

pre and post-treatment level were calculated. The average differ

ence score for the win-stays in the equality group was +14.4 and 

the average difference score for the lose-shifts was +3.1. Neither 

If V I 
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of these changes were significant alone, yet the combined result 

in a solution transformation was enough to offset the error var

iance. In contrast, the control group produced an average differ

ence score for the win-stays of +9.4, but the average difference 

score for the lose-shifts was a -8.5. Thus, the lose-shift per

formance offsets the adaptive trend toward the win-stays. Once 

again, neither value is large enough alone to establish statistical 

significance. It is interesting to note that these situations not 

only illustrate how the component analysis can fail to achieve 

significance but also demonstrates that significance can only be 

achieved on the solution transform if the changes are toward both 

the solution categories (win-stay and lose-shift). 

The third research hypothesis dealt with the issue of which of 

two sets of parameter estimates would be more effective in predict

ing the children's response patterns. The first set. Model S, 

advocated the estimates of the dimensional saliency and the memory 

state, while the latter set. Model L, advanced feedback variables 

6 (probabilitiy of eliminating correct hypotheses) and 6̂- (prob-

ability of eliminating incorrect hypotheses). 

The predictions regarding the measure of repeats failed to 

differentiate Model S and Model L in that they were within reason

able limits of the observed means. This was not surprising because 

of the previously mentioned problem associated with a measure sensi

tive only to changes in the perseveration pattern. The measure of 

repeats fails to differentiate non-solution alternation from the 

pre-solution searching in a solving pattern. Thus, the models 

> • 
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predict similar performances. The interpretation of the markedly 

decrepant predictions of Model S' are hampered with the same con

founding, but inspection of Table 3 reveals that the major portion 

of the discrepancy was in the overestimation of repeats for the 

dominance group. Hence, the dominant dimensional saliencies may 

not produce as much perseveration patterning as Model S' predicts 

but rather more alternation and perseveration. The latter possibil

ity remains untested with this measure. 

The measure of win-stays demonstrated a failure on the part of 

all the models to predict adequately this feature of the children's 

performances. Of course, the win-stay response would be necessary 

for a subject to continue to grasp a tenable hypothesis for further 

use in a CI problem. 

The control group reflects changes between the pre and post-

treatment measurements that may occur without experimental manipu

lation. The parameters used in Model L were not sensitive to 

these changes, in that they did not predict the observed increase 

(from a group mean of 40.7 to 50.1) in the win-stays. However, the 

parameters of dimensional saliency and memory used in Model S and 

Model S' actually overestimated the increase (see Table 4). 

All models failed to estimate the win-stays made by the 

equality and dominance groups. Model S and S' predicted the per

formance of the equality group better than Model L, but they grossly 

overestimated the mean percent of win-stays for the dominance group 

(see Table 4). These findings may coincide with the results of the 

problems measures. Unlike the salinecy changes of the dominance 
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group, the changes in the equality group were significant. This 

would seem to allow the reflection of the dimensional saliency 

influence, if it exists. On the other hand, the little or no 

change in dimensional saliency of the dominance group may not 

afford the same opportunity. The overestimations of Model S and 

S' may reflect their failure to account for a ceiling effect of 

dimension saliencies. In any event, the response measure of 

win-stays represents an index of the children's response patterns 

that none of the models can adequately handle. The need for 

further investigation is evident. 

The percent of lose-shifts were also predicted by the models 

(see Table 5). Here Model S' and Model L clearly suited the data 

more completely than Model S. The superiority of Model S' over 

Model S seems to imply that the memory estimates serves a key 

role in the predictions of lose-shifts for the dimensional saliency 

models. On the other hand. Model L successfully predicted the group 

performances because large changes in the lose-shifts did not occur 

over the CI problems. 

One might expect the dimensional saliency variable would be 

more sensitive than the 6. in reflecting the lose-shift aspect of 

non-solution performances. The saliency variable of Model S and 

S' seem to be particularly atuned to providing an explanation to 

the occurrence of a shifting response on a disconfirmed trial. If 

the memory estimate is accurate, the shifting pattern is directly 

predicted from the value of the dimensional saliencies. The lower 

the saliency value, the greater the likelihood of shifting. In 
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contrast. Model L takes a more conservative approach, in that it 

attempts to describe a general tendency to shift with its 6. para

meter. It is interesting to note that the Model S' predictions are 

consistently 5 to 7% higher than the group performances, whereas 

the Model L predictions do not establish such a pattern. At least 

with the present data, the dimensional saliency model with a wide 

range of memory values (Model S) seems more cumbersome in predic

ting the lose-shifts. 

The construction of the general win-stay, lose-shift matrices, 

based upon the predictions of each model and the observed data, 

provide an opportunity to test the overall effectiveness for each 

model. For instance, a matrix was prepared for each group based 

on the predictions of Model S. This is compared to the matrix of 

2 
each group's observed performances. A x test was used to determine 

if each pair of matrices (observed and expected) significantly de

parted from each other. 

The findings, summarized in Table 6, revealed that both Model 

S' and Model L predicted the overall performances fairly well. 

Model S' produced the closest predictions with the outstanding 

exception of the performance of the dominance group. Just as in 

the case of the other measures, neither Model S' or S can handle 

the performance by this group. The response measures indicated 

that the dominance group generally remained static throughout the 

experiment. Some speculations have been explored related to this 

issue, but in fact, the dimensional saliency models cannot pre

sently account for the static performances. 
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In contrast. Model L not only would predict the static perfor-

ances in the dominance group but also in the other two groups. How

ever, this stability was not as evident in the equality and control 

groups. 

In summary, the weaknesses of the three models have been ex

plored in relation to the various dependent variables. The weak

ness of Model S seems to be that it predicts drastic changes when 

dimensional saliencies are manipulated. According to the data on 

the problem measures, changes congruent with the predictions of 

Model S did occur, but they were much smaller differences than 

could be accounted for with Model S. The restricted memory 

assumption of Model S' apparently served to reduce the magnitude 

of the predicted changes and thus aided its accuracy in prediction. 

Furthermore, Model L was the most successful in accounting for the 

performances of all three groups, but it lost its precision in 

estimating the equality group's performances. 

The present study has contributed to the investigation of 

children's concept learning by the potential usefulness of the 

following procedures and findings. First, the use of the dimen

sion selection device with young children represents a feasible 

method of monitoring the observing responses of the stimulus 

dimensions during a concept identification problem. Second, the 

use of the saliency probe as an independent assessment of the 

dimensional saliencies offers the opportunity to manipulate 

these saliencies by varying the discriminability of the values. 

This technique would seem to be valuable in future study of at

tentional variables in concept learning. Third, the construction 
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of measures, i.e. solution transform and selection transform, that 

provide a quantitative scale of non-solution patterns. 

Although the models proposed did not fully explain the data, 

they did provide a general framework that can be utilized for 

further investigation. Finally and most importantly, the findings 

of this study lend support to the contention that the variable of 

dimensional saliency does influence children's non-solution response 

patterns. This is important in further examination of non-solution 

strategies in concept learning of children. 
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